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Elon Musk's Twitter feud with the SEC escalates ... judge to hold Tesla Inc. CEO Elon Musk in contempt of court over an
inaccurate tweet ... company approval before tweeting that Tesla would produce 500,000 cars in 2019.. A federal judge in
Manhattan has told Tesla CEO Elon Musk that he has until March 11 to explain why he should not be held in contempt of court.
... Musk tweeted, 'Tesla made 0 cars in 2011, but will make around ... to publishing this tweet, which was inaccurate and
disseminated to over 24 million people.. Judge tells Elon Musk and SEC to handle issue over Tesla tweet amongst themselves ...
attempt to hold Elon Musk in contempt of court over a tweet he wrote ... Last month, the SEC asked a judge to hold Musk in
contempt for ... could move the stock — which they claim he didn't for a tweet sent in February.

Tesla Inc. Chief Executive Elon Musk and the Securities and Exchange ... should be held in contempt for breaching a policy
requiring certain tweets to be ... Judge Nathan told the SEC that phrase may be too vague to enforce.. Musk tweeted on
February 19 that "Tesla made 0 cars in 2011, but will make ... about Tesla to his over 24 million Twitter followers," according
to court papers .... A New York judge has given Elon Musk and the US Securities and Exchange ... out their dispute over the
Tesla chief's misleading tweets, US media reports. ... when Musk posted that "Tesla made 0 cars in 2011, but will make ....
Lawyers representing Tesla CEO Elon Musk in a contempt charge filed by the ... to an SEC request to have the court hold Musk
in contempt, according to… ... that Musk be held in civil contempt for a single, immaterial tweet that dutifully ... attorneys have
already predicted Musk might get suspended or fined.
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A New York judge has given Elon Musk and the US Securities and ... their dispute over the Tesla chief's misleading tweets, US
media reports.. Tesla CEO Elon Musk should not be found in contempt of court ... violated a requirement for tweets that could
influence Tesla's stock price to be .... SEC wants Tesla CEO Elon Musk held in contempt for tweeting ... granted Musk until
March 11 to show why he shouldn't be held in contempt of court. ... 19 tweet projecting that Tesla would make about 500,000
cars this year.. Tesla CEO Elon Musk emerged from a Manhattan federal district courtroom ... the Tesla CEO should be held in
contempt of court for violating an ... but will make around 500k in 2019,” Musk said in the disputed tweet, which .... Musk
Defends Tesla Tweets That SEC Says Violated Court Order ... to hold him in contempt for violating earlier restrictions on his
social-media ... Dominicanos en NY piden a Leonel Fernandez rechazar cementera en Los Haitises
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 Contempt bid over his tweeting lands in federal court today ... Tesla Chief Executive Elon Musk has until the end of the day on
Monday to explain why he should not be held in contempt for recent tweets that U.S. securities ... Legal experts have said the
SEC could now pursue multiple avenues, including a ... Wifi password software free download
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Tesla Inc Chief Executive Elon Musk arrived in Manhattan federal court on Thursday for a hearing on whether he violated a
fraud agreement and should be held in contempt, the latest twist in a high-profile battle between the ... to his more than 24
million Twitter followers: "Tesla made 0 cars in 2011, but will .... Lawyers for Tesla CEO Elon Musk fired back at the
Securities and ... arguing that a push to hold Musk in contempt of court for a Twitter post ... 19, Musk tweeted: “Tesla made 0
cars in 2011, but will make around 500k in 2019.. Tesla CEO Elon Musk, center, arrives at Manhattan Federal Court, in New
York, ... the Tesla CEO should be held in contempt of court for violating an ... first clear with lawyers tweets that might disclose
important company facts.. Elon Musk, CEO of Tesla, outside a federal court in New York on April 4. ... if Musk is held in
contempt, the court will allow further briefings on .... Tesla CEO Elon Musk speaks at a June 14, 2018, news conference in
Chicago. ... Now the tech billionaire risks being held in contempt of court over a new ... pressed Musk about how he would
know if one of his tweets could .... Elon Musk's Defense Against Being Held in Contempt of Court Over Tweets 'Borders on the
Ridiculous': SEC ... Tesla CEO Elon Musk speaks during the unveiling of the new Tesla Model Y in Hawthorne on March 14,
2019. ... This is an archived article and the information in the article may be outdated.. Musk claims the SEC's motion to hold
him in contempt limits his first amendment and other ... statement which would be immaterial as a matter of law. A federal ...
The SEC's contempt claim cites a tweet made by Musk on Feb. 90cd939017 Before We Ask What a Spot-Check Inventory Is
(Step Ten continued)
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